Newton's inverse-square law is a cornerstone of General Relativity. Its validity has been demonstrated to better than one part in thousand in ranges greater than 1 cm. The range below 1 mm has been left largely unexplored, due to difficulties associated with designing sensitive short-range experiments. However, the theoretical rationale for testing Newton's law at ranges below 1 mm has become very strong recently.
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called "strong CP problem." Peccei and Quinn developed a very plausible explanation for this phenomenon over two decades ago, but experimentalists have so far failed to verify it. One ramification of the theory is the prediction of the existence of a new particle, called the "axion," which mediates a short-range mass-mass interaction, as well as a force between intrinsic spin and mass. The axion is also a strong candidate for cold dark matter.
Another impetus for testing the law at the shortest ranges possible comes fiom string theories. In these theories, the n extra spacetime dimensions are compactified, leaving the observed 3+1 spacetime dimensions. For n = 2, the law of gravity changes fiom 1/? to l/r4 as r is reduced to below the radius of compactification R. An intriguing possibility that R > 1 micrometer has been suggested recently, which would imply a violation of the inverse-square law at a level of 100 parts-per-million at a 1 00-micrometer distance.
The objective of ISLES (Inverse-Square Law Experiment in Space) is to perform a null test of Newton's law on ISS with a resolution of 10 ppm at distances ranging fiom 100 micrometers to 1 mm. This resolution presents an improvement by one million over the existing l i m i t s at 100 micrometers, and even greater improvement at shorter distances. ISLES will be sensitive enough to detect axions with the strongest allowed coupling and test the string-theory prediction with R greater than 300 nm. To reach this sensitivity, the existing superconducting accelerometer technology will be combined with advantages of the low-g environment of space.
The experiment will be cooled to below 2 K in LTMPF, which permits superconducting magnetic levitation in microgravity, allowing very soft, low-loss suspension of the test masses. The low magnetic damping, combined with a low-noise SQUID, leads to extremely low intrinsic noise in the detector. To minimize Newtonian errors, ISLES employs a near-null source, a circular disk of large diameter-tothickness ratio. Two test masses, also disk-shaped, are suspended on the two sides of the source mass at a distance of 100 micrometers. The signal, the response of these two test masses to the gravity force of the source, is detected by a superconducting differential accelerometer, a highly sensitive gravity sensor.
combining the differential measurement with second harmonic detection. Through careful matching and alignment, the device achieves a very high degree of decoupling fiom seismic acceleration in all degrees of fieedom. The residual acceleration errors will be compensated by using acceleration signals fiom six auxiliary superconducting accelerometers. To reduce the errors due to the nonlinearities of the differential accelerometer, the actual displacements of the test masses will be reduced either by actively stiffening the resonant modes or by applying an active isolation to the LTMPF. The Standard Model of particle physics, although highly successful, has one serious blemish: the soDirect vibration coupling between the source and the detector is reduced by over 300 dl3 by 
Scientific Value of ISLES
Existence of short-range mass-mass interaction implies a violation of the l/r2 law (ISL), a cornerstone of General Relativity. ISLES will extend the test of ISL to the shortest range ever, r -I O pm.
Higher-dimensional string theories predict a possible violation of the ISL at r e 1 pm. ISLES is capable of testing this first testable prediction of string theory with the "radius of compactification" R2 2 300 nm.
The axion, which has been proposed to solve the "strong CP puzzle" of particle physics and is a strong candidate for Cold Dark Matter, mediates a short-range mass-mass interaction. ISLES can detect the axion with the highest allowed strength.
Principle of Experiment
Newtonian null source: A disk of large diameter-to-thickness ratio produces nearly null Newtonian field.
Levitated test masses:
Two thin superconducting disks are suspended symmetrically at I 0 0 pm from the source and are coupled through a superconducting circuit to form a differential accelerometer.
Second harmonic detection:
As the source is driven at f, the Yukawa signal appears at 2f. This greatly reduces direct vibration coupling and magnetic crosstalk. 
Accommodation on ISS
The ISLES axis is aligned with the ISS pitch (y) axis to minimize the cent ri f u g a I acce I e ra t i o n error . 
Vibration Isolation
Hybrid isolation for LTMPF has been studied by Ball Aerospace.
Eight D-strut isolators are used to attach the LTMPF to the PIU. These provide -40 dB/decade attenuation from 1 Hz to 200 Hz.
Each isolator is oriented with a 60" angle to the long axis of LTMPF, with four isolators placed in the xy-plane, and four in the xz-plane.
Each isolator is also equipped with a voice-coil actuator to provi active isolation.
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ISS Acceleration Noise
Linear acceleration along y-axis: Nonlinearity error for y-axis: actual (red) and with active isolation (green). Signal frequency: 0.02 -0.05 Hz.
actual (red), with active isolation (green), and with feedback (blue). Using the SGG, the ISL has been tested to l a1 = The ISLES instrument is very similar to the SGG, and the experiment procedure is also similar to the laboratory ISL test.
Critical new technologies are: 1 ) Feed back operation of superconducting differential accelerometer or active vibration isolation of LTMPF.
2) Improvement of heat-switch time resolution from 10 ms to 1 ms.
A trade study will be performed early in the flight definition phase of ISLES to decide between feedback and active isolation.
at A = 1 m.
Relevance to Other NASA 0 0 0 0 ISLES is complementary with STEP in testing General Relativity. STEP tests the Equivalence Principle (composition dependence), whereas ISLES tests the Inverse Square Law (composition= independent violation).
ISLES will pave way to future gravity gradiometer missions, such as a search for the Earth's gravitomagnetic field (GP-B follow-on), precision test of the ISL for the Earth, and high-resolution geodesy missions.
If the active vibration isolation option is exercised, the ISS will be converted into a cost-effective, quiet microgravity platform for many future precision experiments, which would othemise require freeflyers.
Even without vibration isolation, ISLES accelerometers will measure ISS acceleration with precision five orders of magnitude beyond SAMs and MAMS, which will be useful for other experiments.
